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Abstract 

 

The main objective of pattern classification in data mining is to relegate 

the similarities among data. When a pattern classifier is employed in adversarial 

environments like spam filtering, biometric authentication and network intrusion 

detection, the performance and utility of the application will  diminish when it 

frails under attack. In this work, for effective classification an enhanced method is 

proposed to ensure the officiation of classifier against attacks. To manifest this 

model, they are accustomed in adversarial application and performances of two 

classifiers namely SVM and LR are measured under simulated attack. From our 

experiments it is evident that LR classier has high accuracy in predicting the 

attacks than SVM. 
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1 Introduction  
 

In data mining, classification is one of the methods for performing data 

analysis that identifies the substantial data classes which can be used in predicting 

the future data trends [6]. Pattern classification has gained grandness in many 

fields including security concerned applications such as spam filters, network 

intrusion detection, and biometric authentication to secernate the legitimatized and  
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malicious sample. The input data might be evaded by the adversaries to diminish 

the officiation of the classifier. This endures a slips tram between the classifier 

and the attack contriver. Examples of the attack eccentrics are spoofing attack 

which fares its frustration on the classifier by succumbing the false data to the 

biometric system, interpolates the email with the spam words and castrates the 

packets or files in networks to campaign attacks. 

With respect to pattern classification, three issues have to be addressed. 

First issue focuses on various types of attacks that occur in the process of 

classification. Second issue is to acquire a method for making the classifier 

secure. Finally a method needs to be developed to ensure the working of classifier 

in adversarial environment. 

Most of the works in the existing literature focus on identifying only 

integrity violation. In this work, the focus is on to train the classifier to identify 

availability violation in addition to integrity violation. 

The remainder of this paper is organised as follows: Section-2 comprises 

the literature survey and the proposed system is given in section-3. Section-4 

represents the architecture of the model along with the details of the data set. 

Experimental results are tabulated in Section-5 and a brief conclusion is given in 

Section-6. 

 

2 Literature Survey 
 

In [1], a new mechanism for enhancing the security of machine learning 

algorithms is suggested by analysing the taxonomy of violation goals which are 

based on the error rates. The availability violation makes attacks on legitimate 

samples and integrity violation causes malicious to be modified as legitimate.   

Taxonomy of different attacks and violations that are related to the spam 

filtering applications are discussed [2]. Causative attacks generally occur in 

trained dataset and exploratory attacks influence test dataset. 

An extension of classical method is proposed in [3] which involve 

construction of framework that simulates a model of adversaries which 

empirically evaluate classifier robustness under various attacks.   

The usage of LibSVM for Classification is proposed in [4]. LibSVM is a 

library package which utilizes a two-step process for classification. In the first 

step a dataset is used for training and to measure various parameters, which are 

followed by a testing mechanism to predict the number of test samples that 

matches with trained dataset. 
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Classical method for pattern classification involves training, testing, 

parameter extraction and model acquisition. Same distribution is used in 

constructing training and testing dataset [5].  

A method was proposed to measure robustness of the classifier against 

attacks. Each data sample is assigned with feature weight as binary values and 

distributed data is evaluated based on variations in the feature weights [7]. 

 

In [8], what if-analysis is used as a simulation method for predicting the 

behaviour of the system against modelled hypotheses such as attack scenarios 

which measure the impact of independent variable on the dependent variable. 

 

 

3 Proposed System 
 

 The principal theme of the proposed system is to develop an enhanced 

model which prevents adversarial attacks by utilizing a suitable data distribution. 

The data in the data set is labelled as train and test samples. These samples are to 

be classified using the classifier algorithms namely SVM and LR. The 

performances of these classifiers are measured under various simulated attacks. 

The proposed model considers both the modification of malicious samples and 

legitimized sample to predict false acceptance rate of classifiers. The resultant 

attack samples can be included into training dataset to improve the discriminatory 

of the classifier. 

 

The dataset Ds is a collection of legitimized and malicious samples. 

Features of samples are extracted using classical resampling techniques such that 

Ds= [ Fa, Ca]a=1 to n  where Fa represents the features of the samples and Ca 

represents the class label which describes to which class a sample 

belongs(Legitimized L or Malicious M). D (F, C) are acquired through the 

distribution of samples (F, C) and the general model is D (F, C) = D(C). D (F|C).  

The training and testing dataset will be in the form of DTR (F, C) = DTS (F, 

C) = D (F, C) in the absence of any attacks. The occurrence of an attack can be 

expressed using a Boolean variable named X. This variable is expressed as (X=T) 

in the presence of attacks and as not(X=F) otherwise. The samples which have not 

been affected by the attack, use the variable X in the form D (F|C, X=F) = D (F, 

C). The steps in the proposed algorithm are summarized as follows: 
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Algorithm for Construction of Modified Dataset 

Input        : Dataset DS   

       Number of samples S 

       Distribution D (F|C). D (F|C, X) 

Output     : Modified Dataset DM 

1. DM  Ø  

2. For N(max), 

3. Sample class priors or Variable X or feature vector of samples 

D(F,C=M,X=T) 

4. Draw a sample DN(F,C,X) 

5. DM  DM  U DN(F,C,X) 

6. Repeat Steps 2-5 for samples D(F,C=L,X=T) 

End 

Return DM                      

 The modified test dataset is generated by simulating the attacks on the 

dataset samples. For N (max) maximum values, the spam features are modified as 

legitimate and legitimate samples are budged as spam by changing the variable X 

or by changing feature set. This process is repeated by varying the value of N to 

generate datasets of different dimensions. 

 

4 Proposed Architecture 
The architecture of the proposed model is represented in Figure 1. In this 

approach the data in the dataset is partitioned into two categories namely: 

Training set and Test set. The contents of the test set is modified and given as an 

input to the classifier. The extracted features from the training set are used for the 

classifier training purpose. The outcome of this phase is given as an input to the 

classifier which evaluates this input with the modified testing set. 

 

Fig 1: Proposed Model 
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5 Experimental Results 
 

Experiments are carried out using Java 1.6 programming language and the 

outcomes are summarized in table 1. Dataset used for classification is TREC 

CORPUS 2007 email features.  From our experimental outcomes it is evident that 

the performance of the LR classifier is higher than the SVM classifier. From our 

study it can be concluded that LR classifier is more accurate in the prediction of 

attacks than the SVM classifier in an adversarial environment.  

 

Parameters Accuracy of SVM 

Classifier 

Accuracy of LR 

Classifier  

Dataset with normal classification  75.80 %   74.50 %  

Dataset without attack sample  84.29 % 84.76 %  

Modified Dataset with attack 

sample  

79.7788%  81.0442 %  

 

Table-1 Performance of SVM and LR Classifiers 

 

6 Conclusion 
 

In this paper we have presented an enhanced model to improve the performance of 

the classification algorithms. From our experimental results it is observed the LR 

classifier has higher accuracy than SVM classifier in spam filtering. In future this 

research can be extended by utilizing the data model in other domains such as 

biometric authentication system, Intrusion Detection etc. 
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